
How to get your Escazú campaign to reach 
many (a lot) of people in your country.
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| Post on Facebook01
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Short post, large 
images and 
Facebook-specific 
videos 

2271 million users; 
women are most 
likely to use the 
platform.

Posting at least once a 
week, 1-2 times a day 
works well.

Who? What? Frequency?
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Images tell more than a 
thousand words. Post short 
posts with powerful, 
attention-grabbing 
images/videos.

Use a fan page, give a  like 
it's easier than to befriend 
a profile.

Stay relevant and consistent. Post 
regularly and talk about current 
topics to keep the interest of the 
fan.

Talk to the fans and keep them 
loyal. Like your fan feedback, use 
@Name to respond directly, and 
share other people posts.

Direct traffic to your site. Make sure 
you always have a link in your posts, 
images and videos that refer to your 
website/action.

Schedule publications. 
Be sure to post when your 
audience is more active to 
ensure visibility of your content.
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“fan” 
page

Call to 
action

Visual focus

Short and 
concrete 
content

Use images to 
get attention.

Third call 
to action
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The mantra for all your post is ...
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What works well and not so well 
in your posts?

/ Include graphics in your posts (photos) with the 
call to action and the link of the action for 
Escazú.

/ Do not combine text (copy) with videos, as 
people tend to watch the videos but not click on 
the link and don’t take action.



| Boost on Facebook02
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1. Create your post and let it run for a couple of days 
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/ From your fan page go to:
 > "Statistics"
 > "Publications"

/ Through the statistics of your publications you 
can see which posts are best performing 
(organic reach, clicks, reactions)

2. Measure the organic performance of your post 
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3. Choose the best performing post to promote
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4. Start the promotion
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5. Audiences
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5. Audiences

/ People in your country who like the environment 
and human rights. (with all Escazú angles)

/ Age
/ Gender
/ Interests: environment, climate change, justice, 

human rights, etc.
/ Location: Bogotá, Cali, medellín.
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Who are they?
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/ Who are these people we 
want to reach? 

/ What do they like? 
/ What are they worried 

about?
/ What's hurting them?
/ What do they read, listen, 

see?
/ How do they move around?
/ What do they eat?
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6. Duration and budget
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/ check and promote.



| Create Ads on Facebook03
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Why use Facebook Ads
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/ It's a world available to anyone
/ Hyper-segmented advertising
/ Allow us to Focus on goal-fulfillment strategy



Why you should use Facebook Ads
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/ There are nearly 2 billion people active on Facebook
/ Provides detailed information about target audience
/ It can be started with relatively low budget
/ You know the results of advertising efforts to 

optimize
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Why you should use Facebook Ads



3.1. Account settings
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/ We need a FanPage to use Facebook Ads
/  Link to access an ad account:

https://www.facebook.com/ads/manager/account_s
ettings 

https://www.facebook.com/ads/manager/account_settings
https://www.facebook.com/ads/manager/account_settings
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> Payment settings
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3.2. Facebook Pixel 

/ It allows you to track the behavior of the person 
within your website.

/ You can measure ad results.
/ You can ask Facebook to find profiles similar to the 

ones they've already clicked.
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3.2. Facebook Pixel
/ From your personal account go to Ads Management.
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3.2. Facebook Pixel 
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3.2. Facebook Pixel

/ Click on Create Pixel
/ Name the Pixel i.e. 
/ The installation of the Pixel depends on the 

platform on which your website is located. i.e. 
Wordpress
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3.2. Facebook Pixel
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3.2.Facebook Pixel
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3.2. Facebook Pixel
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3.2. Facebook Pixel

/ Check that your Pixel was properly installed:
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/facebo
ok-pixel-helper/fdgfkebogiimcoedlicjlajpkdmockpc 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/facebook-pixel-helper/fdgfkebogiimcoedlicjlajpkdmockpc
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/facebook-pixel-helper/fdgfkebogiimcoedlicjlajpkdmockpc
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4.  Campaign structures and types

1. Define your objective conversion

2. Segmentation and configuration

3. What the user will see



5. Creating campaigns.
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5.1 Ad assistant
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6. Ad sets
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/  Set a start and closing date
/  Set the audiences
/  In option to expand interests leave blank.
/  Set the ad location (automatic or selected)
/  Devices (desktop-mobile)



7. High-impact ad
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1. Persuasion: Get attention with a good photo 
or video.

2.Seduction: Text to engage/make the person 
fall in love and lead him to perform the action 
we want.

3. Call to Action: What We Want the Person to 
Do.



7.1 Tips for writing 
propositions
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Think about your main audience goals. This should guide the tone and style of your 
proposals.See Facebook's best tips for more details.

Keep your writing style simple and clear. Our tone on Facebook should be pretty 
casual,so try to avoid using words that are too complex or technical. 

Try to make short texts maximum 50 words. Remember that people scroll through 
Facebook very quickly,so they're not likely to spend a lot of time absorbing the 
information.



You don't have to include everything in your advertising text. When users click on 
your ad,you can show them additional information using the Context Card.This 
should help reduce the size of your ad text.

Make sure your call to action is clear. Think about what you're asking the users 
to do.

When possible, try some different propositions. It's easy to think that your ad 
isn't working well,but it might be that users aren't relating well to your content. 
Try different lengths, styles and tones to see what works best.

Adjust your proposals around what people are saying online.

7.1 Tips for writing 
propositions
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> Canva.com -Easy and fast image design

> Pexels - free photo bank

8. Resources to create images

https://www.canva.com/design/DADht5U6SCY/sszn0YawCQitGmlBN5Hm_Q/edit?category=tACZCuM772I
https://www.pexels.com/


Thank you
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